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About This Game

Take the role of a tribol defending its sacred totem from the rival tribols. A magical bow and explosive fire flasks allow you to
rain devastation on your enemies. Skilled use of these weapons is needed, because the enemy tibols get stronger, faster and more

equipped by the minute - how long can you last?
Experience the barren world of Tribocalypse plagued by constant skirmishes in the name of fickle Gods!

Awesome Features

Magical bow with endless arrows. No need to draw arrows from odd places!

Fire flasks with power to wipe out a groups of enemies. Just pick one up and let it fly!

Tracking spear for those trick shots.

Defend your totem from thieving enemy tribols.

Unique setting in the world of Tribocalypse.

Community involvement.
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Title: Tribocalypse VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Totemic Entertainment Ltd
Publisher:
Totemic Entertainment Ltd
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

English
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Do not recommend at the moment. So shakey that it was hard to play. Was better at startup even on my 980. Would also like to
see smaller hands that are more realistic..  Gameplay Video

It's refreshing to see a new VR title from a small, independent studio that isn't a simple asset flip. I could see this becoming one
of my favorite games for the Vive, provided it's updated with enough content to boost it's replayability.

 Pros

 Consistent tribal aesthetic

 Skill-based, ambidexterous archery mechanics

 Forgiving health\/life system
 Cons

 Hand model is gigantic

 Abundance of powerful bombs removes challenge

 Dumb AI, remaining enemies gather at empty totem platform instead of actively seeking totem pieces
It's probably a good idea to grab a copy of this one while it's cheap, in a few content updates it'll be a
steal.. Tribocalypse VR is a simple but fun wave shooter bow game.

The art style is great, the mechanics are solid and fun.
Your weapons are bow and arrows, spears or bombs (and more in the future), which can be bought after
every round, if you have earned enough points. The AI was improved already in the past and the game is
more challenging now.
Defend your totem from different types of enemies, so they can't take the pieces through their portals to
win the game.

I hope the devs will improve Tribocalypse VR further and add more maps, mechanics and enemies.
I noticed constant updates and improvements, so I can recommend the game, if you look for a simple,
fun but challenging bow game.
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